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Investment Strategy
The scheme has at least 80% investments in Pharma, Healthcare, and allied sectors. 
Healthcare is an evolving theme which has  tremendous growth potential and includes 
businesses in hospitals, diagnostics, specialty chemicals, medical equipment, 
insurance, and other allied sub sectors. The endeavour is to maintain a concentrated 
portfolio of 30-40 stocks in this theme. Fund has the flexibility to invest across market 
capitalization and style in selecting investment opportunities within this theme.
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What is the broad overview about the Indian healthcare category? 

Indian companies have emerged as a reliable source of low-cost generics manufacturing in the 
world, both on the API as well as formulations. This has established India as a leading player in the 
largest pharma market of US and Indian companies supply approximately 30% of the total US 
market volumes for medicines.

Fund Manager - VRIJESH KASERA
Master of Business Administration Chartered Financial Analyst

Mr. Kasera has professional experience of more than 16 years, and his primary responsibility 
includes Investment Analysis & Research. He has been associated with Mirae Asset Mutual 
Fund since 28 November 2016. Prior to this assignment, he was associated with Axis Capital 
Ltd. as an Equity Research Analyst. He has also been associated with Edelweiss Broking Ltd. 

Sectoral/Thematic Fund - An open-ended equity scheme investing in healthcare and allied sectors.

 
Indian Pharma industry has undergone periods of volatility; the upcycle driven by US (between 2010-15) and downcycle driven 
by large investments made during 2013-15 which led to increased supply & lower prices. Since 2016, while the US facing 
business have undergoing a downcycle, domestic branded businesses have been stable and became more relevant. The brand-
ed generic focused companies were re-rated, while US generic focused companies got de-rated.

There was a shift in capital allocation and companies started allocating lesser capital towards US focused businesses. This was 
visible in lower capital expenditure & reduced research & development outlays during 2018-2022. Overall, Indian healthcare 
businesses have become more efficiently run, manufacturing focused and after a very long period, most businesses have 
reduced debt positions

Launch of several niche products in the US market, stable US price erosion levels, decent product pipeline, favourable INR terms, 
stable growth from branded generic market and positive impact of lower raw material prices could drive the sector earnings going 
forward. Given that free cash flows generation may be possible (now and future), we may expect activity on mergers & acquisitions 
(M&A) and capital allocation towards slightly higher risk opportunities (complex generics / Innovation / Biosimilars). . 
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Investments into biosimilars / complex generics – the pharma markets have witnessed much higher growth for biologics (innova-
tion) as more and more novel drug approvals by FDA / other agencies are for biologics. The entry barriers are going down which 
may augur well for most Indian players as capital requirements could move lower.

Mix improvement / lower costs / contribution from recent investments to drive margins – we believe margins for most companies 
may have been impacted by multiple reasons in the recent past. Going ahead, we may expect lower raw material and logistics costs 
– a key reason for margin improvement. With India expected to further normalise, US complex generic pipeline to deliver and recent 
price hikes in India to start contributing, we expect these may further add to improvement in margins. All this together, may lead to 
high EBITDA growth vs sales growth over the next five years.

Improved cash position implies higher investments for growth including M&A – there are multiple 
areas (India branded, biosimilars, complex generics, innovation, emerging markets presence, manufac-
turing assets) where Indian healthcare would look for growth avenues going forward. Cash positions may 
have improved after a long time and future deployment may drive growth.

What can be the top three growth drivers for the healthcare 
theme for the next five years?

What can be the key headwinds to this growth?

We believe capital allocation could be a key driver for growth and invariably we have seen 
multiple companies not doing well on that front with some misses over the last 1-2 decades. Any 
outsized acquisition especially in international markets, may adversely impact valuation 
multiples and impede growth.

Multiple complex generics are in the pipeline for many pharma companies but given the nature 
of these assets, execution & timing of launches could be an important going ahead.  If delays are 
more than expected, the opportunity loss could be large for such ventures. 

Any big liability because of large value launches in the US could get impeded on account of any 
litigation. 

Multiple import alerts, bigger focus on local manufacturing by various countries are all general 
risks for the healthcare theme.
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How should an investor expect and approach investing into the healthcare theme?  

Discerning investors could allocate their core allocation to mainstream investment themes like market cap-based equity funds 
based on their preference, asset allocation and short- & medium-term goals.
For their thematic allocations, they could consider healthcare as a category to invest in amongst other thematic options.
We believe healthcare is an integral part of a growing economy like India. With broad indications that healthcare as a percentage 
of India’s GDP may go up as the country progresses over the next few decades, we believe investors with extended long term 
investment tenure and depending on the risk appetite, one may invest a part of their portfolio in such a theme. 

^Industry-wise classification as 
recommended by AMFI
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Data Source: Internal, Bloomberg, Brokerage house reports on healthcare sector, portfolio details as on 30-Nov-22

Note: Investment strategy stated above may change from time to time without any notice and shall be in accordance with the strategy as mentioned in the Scheme Information Document. 
please read the offer document to know in detail about the asset allocation.

Statutory Details: Trustee: Mirae Asset Trustee Company Private Limited; Investment Manager: Mirae Asset Investment Managers (India) Private Limited (AMC); Sponsor: Mirae Asset Global Investments 
Company Limited. 
The information contained in this document is compiled from third party and publicly available sources and is included for general information purposes only. There can be no assurance and guarantee on 
the yields. Views expressed by the Fund Manager cannot be construed to be a decision to invest. The statements contained herein are based on current views and involve known and unknown risks and 
uncertainties. Whilst Mirae Asset Investment Managers (India) Private Limited (the AMC) shall have no responsibility/liability whatsoever for the accuracy or any use or reliance of such information. The AMC, 
its associate or sponsors or group companies, its directors or employees accepts no liability for any loss or damage of any kind resulting out of the use of this document. The recipient(s) before acting on any 
information herein should make his/her/their own investigation and seek appropriate professional advice and shall alone be fully responsible / liable for any decision taken on the basis of information 
contained herein. Any reliance on the accuracy or use of such information shall be done only after consultation to the financial consultant to understand the specific legal, tax or financial implications

Mirae Asset Healthcare Fund is suitable for investors who are seeking*

PRODUCT LABELLING

•  To generate long term capital appreciation
•  Investments in equity and equity related securities of companies   
benefitting directly or indirectly in Healthcare and allied sector in India

*Investors should consult their financial advisors if they are not clear about the suitability of the product.

Scheme Benchmark: S&P BSE Healthcare Index (TRI)
Benchmark Riskometer

The Benchmark is at Very High Risk

Scheme Riskometer

Investors understand that their principal
will be at Very High Risk
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Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.

Please consult your financial advisor or mutual fund distributor before investing.

Follow us on
For further information about other schemes (product labelling and performance of the fund) please visit the website of the AMC: www.miraeassetmf.co.in

What has been the investment approach & fund positioning?

We follow the GARP (Growth at reasonable price) framework while selecting the business we invest in.
We look for long term holdings in the portfolio & attempt to have a lower churn in the fund. We are currently 
overweight on domestic focused pharma firms, healthcare, and hospitals. We are underweight in diagnostics, 
Contract research and manufacturing services (CRAMS) and export focused pharma businesses. (As on end 
Nov-22, portfolio details are followed in the article)    


